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ABSTRACT 

The role of a medical astrologer is very important in maintaining mental and physical health. Horoscopes can be 

used to predict when and how one's health is going to suffer, and this can make the horoscope conscious. 

Navagrahas are the same color that had an impact on the human body. It is believed that the disease can be 

eradicated by knowing their impact and then seeking medical attention. It was common for astrologers to appear in 

the royal courts. Physicians would also treat patients surgically, and astrologers, in this case, were the ones who 

handled the medicine very well. Based on this, they predicted the harm to the country, knew the disease coming 

through it and treated the medical system accordingly.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Navagrahas are also having various impacts 

on humans living on Earth from space. Thus it is said 

that when an impact occurs on humans their organs 

do not escape from that impact. Navagrahas are able 

to know about one’s health depending on where they 

are located in one’s horoscope and their strength. Our 

focus is to establish and confirm the theories 

concerning diabetes, the impact of the six - eight - 

twelve houses that cause diabetes, as well as the 

effect of the planets Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, and the 

Moon, which are also believed to be factors causing 

diabetes. The common saying is, "Life without 

disease is life without wealth." On this basis, no 

matter how much wealth one has, it is a wealth that 

will last forever in one's life without disease. Nature 

has shown us in many ways that every living thing is 

unique. Although everyone in a family has been 

following the same diet for many generations, not 

everyone in the family gets the same disease. This 

does not mean that diet alone is the root cause of 

diabetes. 

 

II. NAVAGRAHAS IN SIXTH HOUSE AND 

DISEASE 
If there are many planets in the 6th place, 

will lose his fingers. The sun is in the 6th house, it 

causes tuberculosis, bile, fever, skin diseases, eye 

diseases and epilepsy. There is a moon in the 6th 

house, eye related diseases, diarrhea, tuberculosis, 

syphilis, hiccups, epilepsy and stomach can occur. 

Mars is in the 6th house, there will be ulcers, fever, 

leprosy, bleeding, hemorrhoids, frog rash, fire blight 

etc. There is a Mercury in the 6th house, rheumatic 

fever, anemia, stomach, bloating, nose diseases can 

occur. There is a Jupiter in the 6th house, pneumonia, 

tongue disease, toothache, kunmam, Gastric disease, 

peptic ulcer and ear disease occur. If Venus is in the 

6th house, it is said to cause osteoporosis, eye 

diseases, hemorrhoids, urinary problems, anemia, 

diabetes and genital diseases. Saturn in the 6th house 

is said to cause rheumatism, neurological diseases, 

psoriasis, leprosy and poisoning. If Rahu was in the 

6th house the head would be bigger. It can cause foot 

and mouth disease, leprosy, heart disease, and 

poisoning, although it is said to be non-lethal. Ketu in 

the 6th house is said to cause insanity, poisoning, 

epilepsy etc. 

 

III. DIABETES  - PLANETARY CAUSES 
 There is no single cure for diabetes. This 

disease affects all zodiac signs. The causal planets for 

diabetes are Venus, Guru and Saturn. The 6th, 8th, 

and 12th sins of this disease, and the causal planets 

associated with water, are causal houses. In 

sinfulness 6 signifies disease, 8 signifies kidney 
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damage, and the long-term effect of the disease the 

corresponding hardship and loss, and the 12th sign of 

rest and eyes. The eyes reflect the expressions of the 

liver. When the liver is affected, so are the eyes. Thus 

house 6
th

, 8
th

, 12
th

  become the causative agent of 

diabetes. The body does not get enough rest when it 

affects half of the twelfth. The liver is affected when 

rest is reduced. So that the eyes are also affected. 

Liver disease affects all eyes in diabetics and affects 

the eyes. Venus signifies early diabetes and Guru 

signifies mature diabetes. Guru, Venus fusion 

represents the most mature (glycogen) diabetes. 

Venus represents glucose. Glycogen is the stored 

multiple glucose. The Guru also refers to this. The 

combination of Venus and Guru indicates the 

multiplicity of sugar components. Saturn is the planet 

that signifies the consequences of diabetes and the 

affected organs. 

 

IV. ASPECTS IN DIABETES 

HOROSCOPES 
1. The planet in the star of the sixth lord 

creates or develops the disease of the planet 

seen with the sixth lord. 

2. The sixth house in Lagna brings planetary 

disease and the planet standing in a star, a 

planet belonging to, a planet seen or 

developing disease that develops diabetes. 

3. The two hostile planets are in the same 

zodiac sign or look at the same zodiac sign, 

the zodiac sign is to be treated for disease or 

surgery or injury. 

4. Dasa, Buddhi brings disease when traveling 

in the negative zodiac signs in the 

constellation of the planets standing in the 

star of Andara Nathan. 

5. The most visible planet in a horoscope and 

the least visible planet can cause or develop 

disease in the horoscope. 

6. Rahu, Ketu, which is close to a lagna, is 

capable of congenital disease. 

7. The planets that saw the sixth lord will get 

the disease of signfulness or housefulness or 

the planets who saw the sixth lord will get 

the disease of signfulness and housefulness. 

8. The disease occurs because the planets have 

a transitional relationship with each other 

and are associated with six-eighth house 

interactions. 

 

IV. RULES IN DIABETES HOROSCOPE 
1. Diabetes is caused by the presence of 

Venus, Guru, Saturn, Moon planets in the 

6
th

, 8
th

, 12
th

 house lord. 

2. 6
th

, 8
th

, 12
th

 house lord if water zodiac sign 

has 6th lord in it then diabetes will occur. 

3. Venus, Guru is one of these 6
th

, 8
th,

 12
th
 

house lord is in water zodiac so diabetes will 

occur. 

4. Guru, Venus, Saturn planets Two of the 

three together cause diabetes because 

another sees them. 

5. Guru Venus planets combination Diabetes is 

caused by being in or seeing the water 

zodiac. 

 

V. DIABETES HOROSCOPE TABLES 

Example Horoscope : 01 
 Date of Birth : 10.07.1960    Time of Birth : 09.30 AM 

 Place of Birth : Needamangalam   Lagna  : Leo 

 Signs  : Capricorn    Star  : Shraavan - 2 

 Dasa Bhukthi : Moon Dasa 07 Years 02 Month 00 Days 
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Rules applied in horoscope table: 

Rule 4: Jupiter, Saturn planets together cause diabetes because another sees them. 

 

Example Horoscope : 02 

 Date of Birth : 09.08.1995    Time of Birth : 06.45 AM 

 Place of Birth : Thiruvarur    Lagna  : Leo 

 Signs  : Saggitarius    Star  : Uthrashaada - 1 

 Dasa Bhukthi : Sun Dasa 05 Years 01 Month 10 Days 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Rules applied in horoscope table: 

  Rule 2: 8
th 

house lord if water zodiac sign has 6th lord Saturn in it then diabetes will occur. 

Rule 3: Jupiter is the 8
th,

 house lord is in water zodiac so diabetes will occur. 

 

Example Horoscope : 03 

 Date of Birth : 18.09.2016    Time of Birth : 04.45 AM 

 Place of Birth : Kudavasal    Lagna  : Cancer 

 Signs  : Pieces                   Star                       : Revathi - 1 

 Dasa Bhukthi : Mercury Dasa 15 Years 11 Month 04 Days 
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Rules applied in horoscope table: 

  Rule 1: Diabetes is caused by the presence of Moon planets in the 8
th

 house lord. 

Rule 5: Jupiter, Venus planets combination Diabetes is caused by being in or seeing the water 

zodiac. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
This study, entitled Diabetes in Medical 

Astrology, provides a comprehensive overview of 

patients being treated for diabetes in hospitals and the 

medications available to them. The purpose of this 

study is to find out how astrologers and planetary 

systems contribute to the horoscopes of diseased 

planets by obtaining their horoscopes and to learn 

about the effects of diabetes on others in the future 

and how to protect against it. 
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